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Abstract

Persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) typically rejects layovers. Therefore, layover-affected urban areas may suffer

from inadequate deformation sampling. SAR tomography, when used as an add-on to PSI, reveals additional deforma-

tion samples by resolving layovers. In this paper we quantify the relative gain in deformation sampling, while taking

into account the quality of the additional (double) scatterers in terms of root-mean-square (RMS) phase deviation. We

experiment on an interferometric stack of 50 TerraSAR-X stripmap images acquired over the city of Barcelona. The

results show a tradeoff between the gain and the quality of the detected scatterers. For the observed urban area, we

obtain a gain of 9.8% while the RMS phase deviation for 99% of the detected double scatterers is less than 1.1 radians.

1 Introduction

Persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) [1, 2] is in op-

erational use as a tool for spaceborne deformation mon-

itoring with SAR sensors. In urban areas, PSI generally

provides good coverage in terms of the spread and quan-

tity of the persistent scatterers (deformation samples).

However, an inherent limitation associated with PSI tech-

niques is that the pixels containing multiple scatterers, as

for the case of a layover, are typically rejected. There-

fore, layover-affected areas may suffer from inadequate

deformation sampling. SAR tomography [3, 4, 5] has the

ability to overcome this limitation by resolving layovers.

While classical SAR tomographic methods only allow

layover separation along the elevation, advanced differ-

ential tomographic methods with extended phase models

[6, 7, 8, 9] additionally allow estimating the deformation

parameters of the individual scatterers overlaid in the

same pixel. In this way, SAR tomography not only re-

solves the layover but serves to improve the deformation

sampling in the observed area.

In the context of operationally combining SAR tomogra-

phy with a PSI approach [10, 8], it is pertinent to quantita-

tively assess the relative gain in deformation sampling of-

fered by the added use of tomography. At the same time,

the quantity of the scatterers obtained with tomography

needs to be weighed against their quality. Furthermore,

in order that the improvement in deformation sampling

with tomography is meaningful, the quality of the scat-

terers obtained with tomography should be comparable

to the quality of the persistent scatterers obtained with a

PSI approach. To address the aforementioned concerns,

we adopt the following approach in this paper. First, we

perform a PSI analysis of an urban area using the Interfer-

ometric Point Target Analysis (IPTA) [2] on an interfer-

ometric data stack comprising of stripmap images. A set

of PSs is iteratively identified. The PSI solution obtained

comprises of the estimates of residual height, linear de-

formation velocity and phase-to-temperature [11] sensi-

tivity of each PS. The atmospheric phase screen (APS)

is isolated within the IPTA processing. The data stack is

phase calibrated by subtracting the APS (after extrapola-

tion over the entire scene) from the interferograms. Next,

we implement single-look tomographic inversion on the

phase calibrated data stack with an extended phase model

that simultaneously models scatterer elevation, linear de-

formation as well as thermal dilation [8]. Tomographic

inversion is applied on all pixels, including the pixels re-

jected during the IPTA processing which potentially in-

clude double scatterers. A generalized likelihood ratio

test (GLRT) [12] is used for the detection of single and

double scatterers. The quality of the detected scatterers

(DSs) is assessed in terms of the residual phase in each

layer, and compared against the quality of the PSs ob-

tained with IPTA processing. The relative gain in defor-

mation sampling is quantitatively assessed vis-a-vis the

corresponding quality of the detected scatterers.

2 SAR Tomography

2.1 Mathematical Model

The mathematical model for advanced SAR tomography

that simultaneously models scatterer elevation, deforma-

tion and thermal dilation can be written as [9, 8]:

yn =

∫∫∫

△s,△ν,△κ

γ (s, ν, κ) exp [−jϕn (s, ν, κ)] dsdνdκ

(1)

where yn is the SLC value for a given range-azimuth

pixel in the nth layer of the interferometric stack, for

n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. γ (s, ν, κ) is the target reflectiv-
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ity as a function of the scatter elevation s, linear defor-

mation velocity ν, and phase-to-temperature sensitivity

κ [11]. ∆s, ∆ν and ∆κ represent the observed extents

of s, ν and κ, respectively. The interferometric phase is

modeled as follows:

ϕn (s, ν, κ) = 2k

[

△rn (s) + νtn +
1

2k
κτn

]

(2)

where △rn (s) is the sensor-to-target path-length differ-

ence for the interferometric pair, tn is the nth temporal

baseline and τn is the temperature change for the nth layer

relative to the reference layer n = 0.

△rn (s) = rn (s)− r0 (s) ≈
s2

2
(

r0 − b
‖
n

) −
b⊥n s

r0 − b
‖
n

.

(3)

The range distance from sensor n to the scatterer at eleva-

tion s is represented by rn. The orthogonal and parallel

components of the nth spatial baseline are b⊥n and b
‖
n, re-

spectively. The phase model in eq. 2 assumes that the

scatterer deformation consists of two forms of motion – a

temporally linear line-of-sight (LOS) displacement over

the entire time series, and a temperature-dependent LOS

dilation due to the thermal expansion of building struc-

tures [11, 8].

2.2 Tomographic Inversion & Scatterer De-

tection

Considering that a given range-azimuth pixel has not

more than two temporally coherent scatterers, we make

the following hypotheses: H0 – the pixel does not repre-

sent a stable scatterer; H1 – the pixel is a single scatterer,

or H2 – the pixel is a double scatterer. Let p be the vec-

tor of the unknown scatterer parameters: p = [s, ν, κ].
Assuming the presence of at least one temporally coher-

ent scatterer in a given pixel, we estimate the parameters

of the first scatterer, p1 with the following beamforming-

based optimization:

p̂1 = argmax
p

(
∣

∣aH (p)y
∣

∣

)

(4)

where y is the SLC vector and a (p) is the steering vec-

tor:

a (p) =
[

1 e−jϕ1(p) . . . e−jϕN−1(p)
]T

. (5)

The parameters for a potential second scatterer, p̂2 are

computed by applying the following beamforming-based

maximization [12]:

p2 = argmax
p

(

|aHyc|
2

‖yc‖2

)

(6)

where yc = P⊥
1 y and P̂⊥

1 = IN −
a (p̂1)a

H (p̂1)

N
.

To distinguish between the hypotheses H0, H1, and

H2, we use the sequential generalized likelihood ratio

test with cancellation (SGLRTC), as proposed in [12].

SGLRTC first checks whether a given pixel is a double-

scatterer as follows:

(

∣

∣uH
c yc

∣

∣

2

‖yc‖
2

)

H2

≷
H̄2

T2 (7)

where uc = P̂⊥
1 a (p̂2)/‖P̂

⊥
1 a (p̂2) ‖ and yc = P̂⊥

1 y.

In case the hypothesis H2 is rejected, a decision is made

between H0 and H1 as follows:

(

∣

∣aH (p̂1)y
∣

∣

2

N2 ‖y‖
2

)

H1

≷
H0

T1. (8)

As suggested in [12], we set the thresholds at the same

value to jointly maximize the probabilities of detection

for both the single and double scatterers for a given prob-

ability of false alarm.

2.3 Quality in terms of Phase Residue

We assess the quality of the estimates obtained from the

tomographic model by means of the root-mean-square

(RMS) phase deviation (as it is done in the IPTA pro-

cessing). Using the estimated parameters, we compute

the estimated SLC vector, yest (model fit) as follows:

yest =

{

γ̂1a (p̂1) single scatterer

γ̂1a (p̂1) + γ̂2a (p̂2) double scatterer

(9)

where γ̂1 and γ̂2 are the estimated reflectivities of the

first and second scatterer, respectively: γ̂1 = aH (p̂1)y

and γ̂2 = aH (p̂2)yc/‖P̂
⊥
1 a (p̂2) ‖. The phase devi-

ation for the nth layer, ϕres
n is computed as the angle

difference between the phases of yn and yn,est. Low

phase deviations represent a better fit of the tomographic

model to the measurements. The RMS phase deviation,

σtomo
r =

√

1
N−1

∑N

n=1 (ϕ
res
n )

2
is used as a metric for

the goodness of fit, and hence as a metric for the quality

of the scatterers.

2.4 Relative Gain in Deformation Sampling

We define the gain in deformation sampling, G achieved

by using SAR tomography relative to a PSI-based analy-

sis of a given area as follows:

G =

(

2Nd,u +Nd,ps

Npsi

)

× 100%. (10)

Nd,u is the number of pixels that are uniquely detected

as double scatterers, i.e. the pixels were not identified as

PSs in the IPTA processing. Nd,ps is the number of those

pixels that are detected as double scatterers but were also

identified as PSs, and Npsi is the total number of PSs.
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3 Results

We conduct this investigation on an interferometric stack

of 50 TerraSAR-X stripmap images acquired over a time

span of nearly 5 years. The test site is an urban area in

the city of Barcelona, Spain, as shown in Fig. 1. We first

perform a PSI analysis using IPTA [2]. Fig. 1 shows the

estimated linear deformation velocity for the PSs identi-

fied in the IPTA processing. Single-look beamforming-

based tomographic inversion is applied next. Using the

scatterer parameters estimated with tomography, an im-

plementation following the SGLRTC approach [12] is

used to detect single and double scatterers. Fig. 2 shows

the variation in the number of single and double scatter-

ers detected at various thresholds, and the correspond-

ing relative gain in deformation sampling. The number

of detected scatterers generally increases with decreas-

ing thresholds. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the RMS

phase deviation for the single and double scatterers at dif-

ferent thresholds. Fig. 4 shows the scatterers projected on

3D building models in Google Earth for T1 = T2 = 0.4.

4 Discussion

During the IPTA processing, the RMS phase deviation,

σipta
r is used as an indicator of the quality of each PS

candidate. In our work, we used a threshold of 1.1 rad

for σipta
r , i.e. the candidates with σipta

r higher than 1.1

rad have been rejected. For the PSs in the final solu-

tion, as shown in Fig. 1, σipta
r is 0.57 rad on aver-

age. SAR tomography allows increasing the deforma-

tion sampling with layover separations, but it needs to

be assessed whether the scatterers obtained with tomog-

raphy have a quality comparable to the quality of the

PSs identified in IPTA. We apply tomographic inversion

and scatterer detection with SGLRTC [12] on the entire

scene. Fig. 2 shows that decreasing the thresholds gener-

ally increases the quantity of the detected scatterers. For

thresholds below 0.3, we observe an irregularity in the

trend: there is a sudden jump in the number of double

scatterers with almost no change in the number of sin-

gle scatterers. This effect can be explained in terms of

the decision strategy adopted in SGLRTC which first de-

cides whether a given pixel is a double scatterer. If the

threshold T2 is too low, many potential single scatterers

or simply noise would be falsely classified as double scat-

terers before being explicitly tested as single scatterers.

Therefore, in our case, it is appropriate to choose thresh-

olds higher than 0.3. For thresholds between 0.3-0.4, we

have nearly twice as many scatterers detected with to-

mography than the PSs obtained with IPTA, and the rel-

ative gain, G varies between 22-9.8%. The gain declines

sharply as the thresholds are increased. A suitable choice

of the thresholds should also account for the quality of

the scatterers. The distributions of the σtomo
r for the sin-

gle and double scatterers obtained with tomography are

shown in Fig. 3. For the case of single scatterers, it can

be clearly seen that progressively increasing the thresh-

olds tends to reject points of relatively lower quality.
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Figure 1: Average SAR backscatter image of Diagonal Mar, Barcelona.

The colored dots on the image are the PSs identified in IPTA processing;

the color represents linear deformation velocity.
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Figure 2: Top: Number of scatterers obtained with tomographic inver-

sion versus the thresholds of detection, T1 and T2, keeping T1 = T2.

Below: The corresponding relative gain in the deformation sampling.

In order that the quality of these scatterers is on a par with

the quality of the PSs identified in the PSI processing, we

require thresholds greater than 0.5. However, for thresh-

olds above 0.5, we see a very few double scatterers and

the relative gain is merely 4% or less. In case of dou-

ble scatterers, the effect of progressively increasing the

thresholds on the average quality is not as pronounced

as it is for the single scatterers. This is not unexpected

since the phase residue for a double scatterer depends on

the inversion of both the first and the second scatterer.

It could be that the second scatterer suffers from phase

noise leading to poor inversion; a high value of T2 may

reject it as a double-scatterer although it may still exhibit

a relatively low σtomo
r due to a possibly good inversion of

the first scatterer. We set T1 = T2 = 0.40 for which more

than 99% of the detected double scatterers have σtomo
r

less than 1.1 rad, with a relative gain of 9.8%, while the

average σtomo
r for single and double scatterers is 0.69 rad

and 0.66, respectively.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the root-mean-square (RMS) phase deviation

for the single (top) and double (below) scatterers obtained with tomog-

raphy, at different detection thresholds (shown in different colors). The

deviation bars show the interquartile range around the median.
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Figure 4: Single (top) and double scatterers (below) obtained with to-

mography for T1 = T2 = 0.4. The colors represent the estimated LOS

linear deformation velocity.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have assessed the quality of a single-

look beamforming based tomographic parameter estima-

tion and scatterer detection in terms of RMS phase devi-

ation, and have compared it with its PSI (IPTA) counter-

part. The corresponding gain in deformation sampling

through layover separations is quantitatively analyzed.

The results show that the thresholds of detection required

such that the quality of the single scatterers is comparable

with the quality of the PSs identified in the PSI analysis,

may become too restrictive to allow for the detection of

a reasonable number of double scatterers. Therefore, the

choice of the thresholds has to be made as a compromise

between the quality and the relative gain in deformation

sampling. For our test site, setting thresholds at 0.4 al-

lows us to have a gain of 9.8% while 99% of the dou-

ble scatterers have RMS phase deviation below the upper

limit of 1.1 rad set in the PSI processing.
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